Introduction
The design of the two-mile linear accelerator includes the provision for two off-axis injectors located at the ends of the tenth and twentieth sectors of the thirty-sector machine.
These extra injectors will greatly increase the reliability and the versatility of the accelerator. In addition, by using the auxiliary beam take-off provisions that are located just ahead of each off-axis injector, the accelerator can be operated as two, or even three, separate accelerators.
Probably the most important need for the offaxis injectors is to increase the reliability of the whole accelerator.
Virtually The off-axis injectors will greatly enhance these multiple-beam features by allowing the experimenter a much wider choice of parameters from which to specify beam requirements.
Each off-axis injector will be basically identical to the 30-MeV main injector which is located at the beginning of the accelerator.1 The essential difference is that the off-axis injector is positioned at a 45' angle to the main accelerator axis, and this requires a magnetic inflection system to transport the beam and bend it on the axis.
Inflection System
The principal requirement for the inflection system is that it must bend the beam onto the main *Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Corms. axis without degrading the beam parameters signifi--cantly.
The secondary requirement is that the main beam is not affected so that multiple beam operat;crs u:inE: t:io or more injectors are possible. The b-am Tarameters which pertain to the inflection L -0'3' -3 ,ze t,L-I -.A-tranbqerse momentum, the spot size, the energy, the momentum spread, and the bunch length.
These parameters are summarized. in Table  I . To preserve the bunch length, the inflection system must be isochronous even though t'ne tctal momentum spread is l@.
The term "isochronous" describes a system for which the transit time is a constant for all trajectories.
The bunch length is important because it is the characteristic of the beam which determines the final energy spread in the accelerator.
One can visualize a bunch of electrons riding the traveling wave through the disk-loaded waveguide.
If the accelerator is properly phased, the bunch will be near the crest of the wave. The longer the bunch, however, the more some eiectrons will be spread out away from the crest, thus being accelerated less than the electrons nearer the crest.
A variety of systems was considered for the inflector.
The simplest system, and the one which gives the best results, consists of a pair of 22.5' bending magnets separated by a horizontal focusing quadrupole lens.
To avoid defocusing the beam vertically, +:-;+: ravs are focused vertically to a horizontal line at the center of t'ne quadrupoie by rotating the inner faces of the bending magnets. The function of the quadrupole is to refocus rays of various momenta as they spread from the first bending magnet.
The focal length of the quadrupole is set for the nominal distance between centers of the bending magents.
This system is shown in Fig. 1 The worst trouble is the debunching which is mostly due to chromatic aberration in the quadrupole.
Chromatic aberration causes both high and low momenta rays to travel a longer path in the second bending magnet.
The aberration can be corrected by adding a sextupole element to the quadrupole.
Qualitatively the effect of the sextupole is to increase the strength of the quadrupole on the side toward which the higher energy rays are deflected and to decrease it on the other side.
The sextupole correction is needed only in the horizontal plane of the quadrupole and can be added by suitably modifying the quadrupole. By actually over-correcting the quadrupole, the high and low momenta rays are allowed to make the final bend on the inside of the main trajectory; thus they take a shorter path through the second bending magnet and make up for the long path they took through the quadrupole.
This recombination of the bunch is shown schematically in Fig. 2 . * P/P 2 5.0$ The choice of radius was made as a campromise between using the largest possible magnets to reduce the effects of fringing fiel'? and the maximum dimensions available within -the confines of the inflector housing.
Com ensatin S stern
The bending magnet at the end of the inflector must lie on the mai.n beam axis.
To avoid the protlems inherent in attempt& T to pulse this magnet when the main and the off-axis injector beams are operating simultaneously, a compensating magnet system is required upstream to counter the effect of the last inflector magnet on the main beam. Three magnets, each identical to the last inflector magnet, are used to restore both the lateral position and the direction of the beam so that it is centered on, and parallel to, the accelerator axis.
These magnets, mounted as shown in Fig. 3 , have essentially no effect on the phase space of -the high energy beam on the main axis.
Yh-ft.-st. of the Three compensating magnets bonds tne b?am in the same direction as the last cf 5.1. i:.+'iector nagL,,:ts . The two middle magnets then bend the beam by twice the angle for each of the others and in the opposite direction.
The net result is that the beam is neither deflected nor translated by the system.
Sextupole-Quadrupole
The beam in the horizontally focusing quadrupole is at a point of vertical focus. Thus the fields above or below the horizontal plane of sym-netry are of no specific interest.
It is possible tc modify a quadrupole to obtain a combination quadrupole and sextupole field along the horizontal or x axis. Ti-desired field has the dependence By = ax f bx*, B, = 0 (y = 0, only)
where a and b are arbitrary constants.
It is conventional to consider the ordinary quadrupole field as derived from the scalar potential V = axy.
(2)
The location of the pole surfaces is then found from the ordinary equation for a set of hyperbolas, xy = V/a , (3) where 2V/a is the square of the radius of the bore hole. By (differentiating Eq. (2) 
from which c = -b/3.
From the TRANSPORT program results it was learned that the correct ratio for sextupole field to quadrupole field was 0.1 at a cm. Then from Eq. (l), 8a = 64b x 10 and b = a/80. Thus Eq. (4) 
